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Filter Description

 The filtration system in your tank consists of three major components. From top to bottom they are as 

follows: Foam filter pad (a white pad about 1” thick), activated carbon (black pellets or shards), and 

crushed coral (off-white coloured bits of rock). These major elements of the filter are enclosed in various 

netting and are usually covered by a piece of grey perforated PVC sheeting. To access the filter 

components you will need to drain almost all of the water from the filter tank and remove the top sheet of 

perforated PVC sheet, exposing the foam filter pad. After gently removing the pad you will see the 

activated carbon which is partially wrapped in nylon netting. To remove the carbon, gather the netting in 

the corners being careful not to spill the carbon into the crushed coral that is exposed after the carbon is 

removed. The spent carbon has absorbed toxins from the water and after absorbing its limits it will begin 

to leach them back into the water. If it gets mixed into the coral it will become detrimental to the system.

Filter Maintenance

The basic filter maintenance cycle is as follows: remove and back wash the foam filter pad monthly, 

remove and replace the activated carbon semi-annually, knead the crushed coral when replacing the 

carbon. The coral has a tendency to bind together over time, which restricts the water flow through the 

filter. The restriction can be so extreme that it appears that the pump has stopped functioning. Water flow 

restrictions in your system can have serious consequences. Circulation is important for filtration,

oxygenation, temperature control, in short everything to do with your system.

The following page is a cut-away view of the typical Marine Build Inc. installed filter system. If you have 

any questions regarding this document or the drawing please don’t hesitate to contact us.
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Filter Maintenance Schedule  

Filter Maintenance Schedule for NO-2L

Weekly:
Ammonia Test ( first month )
Test and adjust salinity and water level.

1-3 Months:
Gently rinse Filter Pad depending on use.

1-3 Months:
Replace Carbon .

1 Year:
Break up and gently rinse crushed coral with water from the fish tank system.

3-5 Years:
Replace crushed coral,

5 Years: 
Pump may need replacement or repair. 
Condensing unit may need new fan motor.

Note: water must be changed in relation to biological filter. When first starting up the system, the water should be 
changed when needed. As filter grows, water changes can be over longer intervals.
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